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Mobile information systems agendas are increasingly becoming an essential part of human life and they play an important role in several daily activities. These have been developed for different contexts such as public facilities in smart cities, health care, traffic congestions, e-commerce, financial security, user-generated content, and crowdsourcing. In GIScience, problems related to routing systems have been deeply explored by using several techniques, but they are not focused on security or crime rates. In this paper, an approach to provide estimations defined by crime rates for generating safe routes in mobile devices is proposed. It consists of integrating crowd-sensed and official crime data with a mobile application. Thus, data are semantically processed by an ontology and classified by the Bayes algorithm. A geospatial repository was used to store tweets related to crime events of Mexico City and official reports that were geocoded for obtaining safe routes. A forecast related to crime events that can occur in a certain place with the collected information was performed. The novelty is a hybrid approach based on semantic processing to retrieve relevant data from unstructured data sources and a classifier algorithm to collect relevant crime data from official government reports with a mobile application.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, millions of citizens go through the streets of Mexico City, taking some specific routes that are planned by using either public or private transportation or even walking. Although there are well-known routes that citizens most often take for their traveling, new routes (probably unsafe) might be experimented especially for newcomers. This generation is not an easy task; generally it is made by routing systems that search the shortest or fastest paths [1]. Nevertheless, a feature like security is not taken into account when the route is generated by these systems. In particular, safety is a critical characteristic that should be considered for these mobile applications, especially in overcrowded large cities. Many routing systems are based on processing linguistic techniques and treating with name of places to define the origin and destination. Thus, these works have faced well-known linguistic problems (e.g., polysemy). In [2], a word sense disambiguation method used to name places was applied. Our work is oriented towards crime prevention by using information retrieval techniques and a clustering classification method. Other works are only focused on generating a better performance [3] and computing the shortest path [1]. Other approaches deal with crime information by using location recognition, network information, geographic information, and technologies such as augmented reality, short message service (SMS), and near field communication (NFC) [4]. However, clustering approaches are used to obtain the risk level in a specific area. So, the novelty of our proposal is the use of two heterogeneous data sources: corpus of tweets and government official reports, which were integrated and processed by the Bayes algorithm for obtaining a risk level applied to routes in a mobile system.

There are different approaches for computing the safe path and analyzing crime events, which are based on mathematical models, machine learning, geospatial analysis, and
crowdsourcing methods in mobile information systems [5].
In [6], a risk model for urban road network is proposed; it uses a mathematical model based on civic datasets of criminal activity for mobility traces in the city. But it ignores the temporal dimension for filtering data crime. In [7, 8] historical crime data are processed for identifying patterns that help in crime prediction. In our work, we identify the risk level without considering patterns directly. Commercial spatial analysis tools are presented in [9, 10]. They are very useful to study and analyze crime patterns for strategies against crime. Crowdsourcing is an interesting approach for analyzing crime data, including social information [11]. According to [12], there are important relationships between crime and people's activities in the spatiotemporal context.

This paper introduces a framework based on an approach for integrating official crime reports given by public authorities with crowdsourcing data, which were obtained from the Twitter streaming. The goal is to provide safe routes with a mobile information system in order to increase the confidence level of the citizens that use the urban infrastructure of the city. Summing up, the approach combines statistical data obtained from official information, with the perception of people derived on a daily basis and reflected by crowdsourcing data. Thus, this framework takes into account events for a particular time, and continuous updates are performed in order to provide recent events that occur at specific places, which are reported by a social network community. The crowdsourcing-based method considers a large database of tweets, which were collected by the mobile application, while official data were given by local authorities. Thus, the approach applies a social mining technique in order to extract features from the Twitter dataset and enriches the characteristics that emerged from a statistical database that qualifies the safety in Mexico City.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a discussion of the related work. Section 3 describes the general framework of the mobile information system. Section 4 depicts the experimental results of the mobile application, as well as the comparison with other systems. Section 5 highlights the conclusion and future work.

2. Discussion about the Related Work

The study of crime prevention in several community environments has been explored. The Department of Police Services of the California State University offers a list of safety mobile applications [5]. Another example is the Sentinel Campus, which is a free mobile application that provides crime statistics for more than 4,400 universities [13]. In the social web context, Wikicrimes is a Brazilian site that presents a crime status based on hot spot maps, in which users can report regional crime data [14]. The proposal retrieves information in a structured way by specialized system. However, our approach retrieves information in unstructured way by a nonspecialized system. In [15], a study of crime prevention systems with an analysis of the main web and mobile crime information systems is described. Here, the information retrieval task is collaborative; however, the authors do not use a hybrid approach which integrates social and official sources. Other applications have used spatial statistics for identifying factors that affect directly the crime occurrence, in order to generate a public map of crime prevention [10]. Nevertheless, it does not consider the case when a person needs to cross an area or point walking or in a car.

On the other hand, mobile applications for routing and planning in city environments are increasingly becoming essential for improving urban spaces. Thus, this indicates the appearance of the next generation of mobile information systems, in which recommendations are focused on decision making in order to adequately support the growth of big cities. Applications like CrowdPlanner [16] and DroidOppPathFinder [17] are addressed to generate crowd-sensed route recommendation systems, which request from users to evaluate candidate routes recommended by different sources and methods, for determining the best route based on the feedback of those users. The routes generated by these applications are evaluated by people; in our case the assessment is made by a clustering algorithm and by the crime occurrence.

Recently, a large range of experimental applications, which take into account the social network and crowd-sensed data, were developed. In [18], a spatio- and crowd-based routing system is proposed in order to improve the recommendation quality; however, it is only based on volunteered information and the enrichment of the crime data sources is not considered. A similar work is presented in [11], in which the sentiments are considered as a perception of users with respect to the security in certain geographic places [19]. Moreover, a system for routing of police patrols based on genetic algorithms is presented in [3]. It generates particular routes that minimize the number of crime occurrences in a given area. The route is generated by using the shortest path with data from a fixed time window.

In [20], a crime mapping and prediction based on historical data is proposed. This work makes centered analyses with spatiotemporal techniques. The analysis of crime prevention considers the network traffic and nodes. Other proposal has included the position of CCTV cameras to detect crime events [21]. Thus, [22] developed a police patrolling strategy based on the Bayesian method and ant colony algorithm in order to reduce the average time between two consecutive visits to hot spots. In [23], a crime ontology is described by using two scenarios of analysis: (1) the circumstances of a crime, its mechanism, information of criminals, and knowledge about the methods of crime investigation and (2) the penal procedure and other methodological and tactical recommendations of criminality, crime features, and events. Another ontology-based system in crime analysis is explained in [24], in which an ontology to represent digital incidents, associated with digital investigation and legal requirements, is described.

The cited approaches have been using spatial data of crimes, but they are not able to analyze unstructured data. In this work, we propose a hybrid approach embedded in a mobile application, which automatically combines social and official crime data, by using an ontology exploration method and the Bayes algorithm to classify crime activities, according to the Mexican penal code.
3. The General Framework

The framework is composed of five stages: (1) retrieval of crime data sources, (2) the crime data repository, (3) the semantic processing, (4) the clustering approach, and (5) generation of safe routes (see Figure 1).

Summing up, the approach consists of retrieving tweets that are related to crime events, taking into account attributes that define the time and location when an event occurs. These tweets are analyzed and integrated with crime data from official sources (government institutions). The integration process is automatically performed by using descriptions and spatiotemporal attributes of data. An application ontology is proposed to define candidates for the integration task. Later, the Bayes algorithm is used to classify data that cannot be automatically integrated. For the cases of synonymy names, the GeoNames web service is used to solve this conflict.

The categorization is carried out analyzing the spatiotemporal attributes and the description of words that appear in the tweets and/or official database record. For example, crime events could have occurred walking or by car, with or without violence. The description of these events is used to categorize each record or tweet. The crime data cannot be directly classified, because this information could be imprecise or incomplete. For instance, if a tweet does not contain the address or any reference like points of interest, time definition, and crime or theft, then the tweet is not taken into consideration. Thus, information that is incomplete or with imprecise data will be classified by using the Bayesian algorithm. Moreover, the categorization allows us to know what type of crime/theft occurred in certain place or point (with or without violence). While the classification defines the confidence (security) level for an area or street, this is defined by the sum of all crime/theft points of an area or street. Thus, all the categorized and classified data are used as input parameters for the safe routing algorithm. The final result is a safe route that does not cross or contain points with high crime rates.

As a conclusion, the first stage presents the crime data sources to be processed: particularly relevant tweets and official reports. The second stage consists of building a crime data repository. It stores data that were integrated from Twitter and official sources. The third stage is in charge of classifying crime records by their description. The process is driven by an application ontology. The fourth stage gathers the events by crime/theft type, time, and location where they happened. Lately, classified areas are generated, according to their confidence level (how often a crime occurs in a place, date, and time) in order to be categorized like secure or insecurity clusters. The fifth stage performs an estimation based on the crime rates, which is processed by applying a Bayesian algorithm in order to obtain crime values with respect to points in safe routes. It visualizes the safe route on the mobile application, according to the following crimes: robbery with violence to passengers, theft without violence to passengers, car theft with violence, and car theft without violence.

3.1. Stage 1: Retrieval of Crime Data Sources. In this stage the data are retrieved and recollected from two sources: (1) crime information from the tweets dataset and (2) crime information from the official reports (see Figure 2). The following considerations for describing both processes are outlined as follows.
Table 1: Crime-related events from Twitter accounts covering Mexico City.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Twitter account</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Creation date</th>
<th>Followers</th>
<th>Number of tweets</th>
<th>Belongs to government</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PolloVial</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>03.31.2013</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>71.91</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafico889</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>05.14.2009</td>
<td>137,099</td>
<td>90.54</td>
<td>No</td>
<td><a href="http://siempre889.com/trafico/">http://siempre889.com/trafico/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alertux</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>10.16.2012</td>
<td>179,574</td>
<td>35.59</td>
<td>No</td>
<td><a href="http://www.alertux.com/">http://www.alertux.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>072AvalCDMX</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>10.20.2010</td>
<td>83,535</td>
<td>134.71</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td><a href="http://www.agu.df.gob.mx/">http://www.agu.df.gob.mx/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RedVial</td>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>03.09.2010</td>
<td>63,702</td>
<td>44.81</td>
<td>No</td>
<td><a href="http://rvial.mx/">http://rvial.mx/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Record structure for the official database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Year: 2012</th>
<th>Year: 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robbery of passenger in public transport</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery of passer without violence</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the tweets dataset, it is important to know information represented by tweets that talk about crime-related events. The features were considered as follows: specialized and generic accounts, mention of crimes in popular streets, common abbreviations of crimes, popular places where some crimes were committed such as malls, entertainment sites, private and public locations, and historical monuments. This process determined the popular words and relevant concepts by using the ontology. Thus, the most common n-grams for each tweet were obtained, by sorting them according to the occurrence frequency. The repetitive n-grams were selected with a threshold of more than 100 mentions. Thus, from the most frequent unigram, bigram, and trigram lists, we have identified by hand 456 common crimes on popular streets, 150 common crime-related events, 135 common crime hashtags, 69 common nicknames, 65 common buildings, places, and monuments, 34 common abbreviations, and 26 common combinations of prepositions.

The dataset contains 450,250 tweets collected over a period of six months, from January 7, 2015, until June 24, 2015, without considering retweets and posts with blank spaces. Tweets are collected from reliable Twitter profiles that correspond to known services and institutions (see Table 1). The APIs that were used to retrieve crime tweets were the Search API and Twitter4j.

With respect to official reports, they were retrieved by the InfoDF system. The process consisted of requesting to the SSP and PGJ government agencies and the records with respect to crime information such as robbery of passerby and vehicle theft.

On the other hand, information retrieved from the SSP agency contains more details than information from the PGJ such as the type of offense, the colony or area where the event occurred, and the time. A processed record from the official police database (PGJ-DF) is shown in Table 2. It represents a crime/theft associated with a location or neighborhood, as well as the time by trimester.

3.2 Stage 2: A Crime Data Repository. In this stage the most relevant tweets are identified in order to carry out a semantic matching, which is driven by an ontology that was adopted from [23]. A fragment of this ontology for integrating semantically crime tweets with official reports is depicted in Figure 3.

The ontology is explored by Algorithm 1, and it uses the hyperonymy and synonymy as semantic relationships in order to find a matching between each tweet and crime report. It means that if a tweet is expressed by domains of time and location, their hyperons and synonyms are searched within the ontology for contextualizing them. So, synonyms and hyperons are stored into a vector. The process is repeated by each record of the official institutions; the obtained vector is compared and in case of a match, then, a term or concept is the same or has the same parent; thus, it is considered a candidate to be unified. In other words, if a match is found, then the data are mixed (tweets and databases from the PGJ and SSP).

3.3 Stage 3: The Semantic Processing. The applied process to tweets establishes the following tasks. (1) **Tokenize**. It consists of filtering the tweets to remove the stop words from the token stream. This task was performed by Lucene system [25]. (2) **Processing Data**. This task involves analysis of tweets; they are identified by spatial, temporal, and description attributes in order to identify where, when, and how a crime event occurred. (3) **Categorization**. It uses the semantic matching by means of grouping the tweets, according to the crimes defined in the ontology. The semantic distance for each processed tweet is computed by using the weighted crime rate. The output of this stage is a set of tweets categorized by a crime type. Figure 4 shows a general diagram that describes the integration of these tasks. Thus, in order to illustrate the above, two different records from Twitter dataset at different levels of spatial granularity are presented as follows:

1. @SSPDFVIAL: crime report in public transport, with a fire arm, Iztapalapa,
2. @Alertux: theft of students in Ecatepec, streets 105 and 106 @RedVial.
Algorithm 1: The OntoExplore algorithm.

```
(1) Let $q[i] = \text{elements of tweet}$
(2) $n = 0$
(3) while $n \neq i$ do
(4) Parsing and identification ($q[i]$)
(5) node.start()
(6) while node $\neq$ null do
(7) $j = 0, i = 0$
(8) if $\text{Hyperonomy or Similarity}\left(\text{concept name}\right)$ then
(9) $\text{conVec}[j] = \text{get parent and children}(\text{node})$
(10) node.next()
(11) $\text{CrowdVector}[j] = \text{eventType.search}(\text{conVec}[j])$
(12) $\text{temporal.search}(\text{conVec}[j])$
(13) $j++, k++, n++$
```

Figure 3: A fragment of the crime ontology to semantically match tweets and official information.

Figure 4: Tasks involved in the semantic processing.

The cleaning process includes the adaptation of Algorithm 2 for removing stop words, according to the definition presented in [26].

On the other hand, a tweet is associated with a record of the official database according to its relevance, by using the ontology and the hyperonymy relation. The relevance is measured by contextualizing the record and the tweet. This means that each semantic item of the tweet and record is identified, and then it is searched in the crime ontology in order to find matching terms, synonyms, or related concepts.
Input: An arbitrary stop word dictionary $T$, the set of schema trees $Q_I$
Result: A maximal set of stop words $T'$

1. $T \leftarrow \emptyset$
2. $W = \text{the set of all words in the domain}$
3. $D = T \cap W$
4. while exist word $w \in D$
5. for each interface $q \in Q_I$
6. remove the stop word constraints for the labels of sibling nodes
7. if no stop word constraint is violated then
8. $T' \leftarrow T \cup w$
9. else
10. remove antonymus of $w$ appearing in $D$ from $T'$
11. return $T'$

Algorithm 2: Removing stop words.

For example, in the first tweet above, the location is not precise; only the name of neighborhood is given, but the streets are not defined. However, these features enrich the description of the event.

Therefore, the tweet is contextualized and related to the concept “violence.” Moreover, the second tweet has a precise location, but it is imprecise regarding the event description. This process generates a semantic classification matched to the official database categorization, in which each tweet is described according to few categories either Boolean or descriptors (e.g., theft, crime, and violence). The location is derived by the neighborhood, street name, or spatial relation (e.g., near and far). The time is computed by explicit data (at 11:00 am) or temporal adverbs (e.g., now and afternoon).

Thus, a parsing that contains the attributes identified by the semantic classification (event type: crime and theft in car or walking) for evaluating the domains is generated. The parsing structure that was obtained by analyzing the tweet application is presented as follows.

```plaintext
@semantic_classification
Theft, Crime, Theft with violence, Theft walking, Theft in car, Theft without violence
@attribute day Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun
@attribute id_location 30339461, 30339462, 30339493, 30339495, 30339496, 3039671, ...
@attribute time 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24
@data
Mon, 30339461, 10, Theft
... Fri, 3039671, 20, Crime
...
```

The label @semantic_classification represents the result of the semantic matching, @attribute represents the valid attributes and their domains, and @data denotes the classified data after syntactic and semantic-syntactical analysis.

3.4. Stage 4: The Clustering Approach. In this stage an approach based on Bayes algorithm is proposed for clustering the crime data that are stored in the repository. A bag of words is used in order to classify the crimes; it means that there is a set of words that describes each type of theft or crime. If a tweet or record contains these words, it is classified according to the type of theft or crime that these words represent in the database. So, the Bayes algorithm classifies tweets or records that do not contain these words or only one of these words. The goal is to classify tweets that are relevant and that the semantic processing cannot classify. Thus, a tweet that describes a theft or crime which does not have an exact location, time, or description will be classified by using the Bayes algorithm.

The Bayes algorithm takes into account certain features (words that compose a tweet or record from official database) that are identified and assigned to a particular cluster. In this task, many clusters can appear, and they will be filtered later. The Bayes theorem is useful not only to cluster data related to crime or theft but also to cluster data when they contain words that do not belong to a type of crime; so these clusters will be omitted. The use of Bayes algorithm had two specific goals: the first one is to classify data that cannot be semantically classified and the second is oriented towards performing an estimation. For example, a user requests a safe route in a certain area, but there are not data of theft/crime reports, neither Twitter nor official database for this area. So, this approach finds the cluster which belongs to the area (e.g., a safe or unsafe cluster) and makes an estimation to this zone for determining what points are probably safer than others. Finally, weights are assigned for all points and these weights are sent as parameters to the safe route algorithm.

Equation (1) was applied to data and they were clustered. The next estimation is also computed for establishing a probability for each point that belongs to a route and a crime event. In other words, such equation defines the likelihood that an event occurs on a given day and time and at a specific location:

$$P(c | x) = P(x) \times \frac{P(X | C)}{P(x)}.$$ (1)
The clustering approach obtains some probabilities that represent the estimation for specific crimes that were previously classified semantically. These probabilities define possible hot spots that represent events, which are directly associated with streets. In addition, the method classifies incoming data generated by the categorization task, searching patterns that were defined as words associated with a crime. It generates some predictive spatiotemporal patterns according to the indicated parameters. Thus, the goal is to search the crime probability for specific locations in a given route for having some criminal events when a user travels on that route. The probabilities are based on the following combinations:

\[ P(\text{coordinate } = [x, y] \mid \text{event}) \]

\[ P(\text{day/\text{time} } \mid \text{event}) \]

The clustering computation with the obtained likelihood is presented as follows.

Classified_Event  
("12/05/2014", "3", Monday, 1,2255928567); 
{"Event": "Theft", "ID\_Coordinate": "30339694", "latitude": 19.4038744, "longitude": 99.150226, "Probability": "0.0009295401", 
{"diagnosed weight: 0.89"}

3.5. Stage 5: Generation of Safe Routes. The safe routes are visualized in the mobile mapping application, which was developed as a client, by using REST (Representational State Transfer). It is a web service technology that generates requests and the data parsing is received by the server. The spatial feature is supported by OpenStreetMaps [12]. The safe route is obtained by the adaptation of the Dijkstra algorithm, in which the nodes in the network are assigned as an average weight that was obtained from the number of crimes for a specific point or geographic area. The values generated from the Bayes algorithm reflect the probability of having or not an event such as "theft/crime."

Let \( n_s \) be the starting node called initial node and let \( d \) be the distance of node \( n_k \) from the initial node to \( n_s \). Safe route algorithm assigns some initial distance values based on the weighted crime rate for these points. So, the weighted crime rate is computed by the number of complaint crime/theft occurrences in a specific point and time. Algorithm 3 describes the process for obtaining the safe routes.

Thus, this algorithm uses data that were sent by the mobile application (origin and destination points) in order to return a route that avoids locations where crime events have occurred. The confidence level is a metric that is computed by considering the number of crime incidents that have occurred in a specific point and time. This is used as a weighted value and it is normalized in a range of \([0,1]\), where 0 represents the lowest and 1 the highest likelihood. Thus, these values are used in the route generation. An example of the clustering computation with the obtained likelihood is presented as follows.

Algorithm 3: The safe routing algorithm.
weighted value for the safe routing algorithm. The displayed route is marked with coordinates that were returned by the algorithm, in order to visualize the route on the mobile mapping application.

The weights can be also relaxed by spatial and temporal values such as date (day, month, and year), location (point or area), and time (hour or period). In the interface level, users can configure the route search process by modeling some parameters as follows. If the route is generated by using either social, official, or integrated data source, then the search process also makes a difference between different transportation (e.g., walking or by car).

4. Experimental Results and Evaluation

The mobile application was implemented in Android 4.0, and the tests were performed in mobile devices. In this section, the results based on information of Mexico City are presented. The repository is composed of 5,441 events, which were recollected and processed from the tweets and correlated with official reports. In this dataset, a frequency table is generated, which indicates the number of times that each attribute appears, given events such as theft and crime.

The frequency values are defined as weights when deriving a safe route. All values are assigned to corresponding nodes in the network. In addition, the probability that an event occurs at some location and specific date is computed and stored in a vector table. This also allows a comparison of crime probabilities at different places. The sort of summarization provides a support to evaluate the probability of an event to occur at a specific location and/or particular time (e.g., the probability that a crime or theft can occur in "Avenue Eje Central on Monday"). Then, the probability that an event occurs at a given place and time is defined in the following example: "On Monday at 9:00 am in Iztapalapa.”

\[
P(x) = P\text{(Monday)} = 220/2149
\]

\[
P(x | c) = P\text{(Monday | Theft)} = 18/218
\]

\[
P(c) = P\text{(Theft)} = 218/2149
\]

\[
P(c | x) = P\text{(Monday | Theft)} = 0.0818
\]

The example was based on taking into consideration the defined points from a given area, it means that we have the estimation that an event occurs in \(x\) point at 11 am or in \(x\) point in several hours of the day. The probability that a theft occurs is increasing/decreasing depending on the hour and the day of week. In that case, the user can also ask for all possible combinations near his location. For instance, for \(y\) point, he wants to know the probability of suffering a theft at different hours of a day. So, he can know what event (type of crime) is the most common to occur for an \(x\) point at 6 pm.

Figures 5 and 6 show safe routes between two points for transient users, where the circles on the map represent untrusted points. The route was generated by avoiding these points; although this means that the path could be longer, it is the safer route. Moreover, Figure 6 depicts the generated safe route for the same points indicated in Figure 5, not only when the user is not a transient but also when the user is a driver. In this case, the route is different because the estimation is carried out only processing the event types related to drivers.

\[
P\text{(Theft) \times P\text{Theft | day = Monday) \times P\text{Theft | time = 9) \times P\text{theft | coordinate = 1245612) = 0.104 \times 0.032 \times 0.1 \times 0 = 0}}
\]

Finally, it is possible to generate routes considering the data reports of different periods of time (e.g., thefts and crimes occurred from April to July in 2015). The safe routing algorithm generates a specific route that avoids the points where theft events have occurred in the past. Nevertheless, the generated route can change if the user increases the time period for taking into account (e.g., from January to March in 2015) or including all temporal data available (e.g., from 2013 to 2015). It allows us to know what location is safer than others at specific day and hour in the same geographic area.
Figure 7 depicts the events that occurred to transients and drivers from official and social sources; the icons represent theft of transients and drivers with and without violence, as well as theft of house.

On the other hand, the obtained results in Figures 5, 6, and 7 were compared with the Official Crime Map System (http://www.mapadelincuencial.org.mx/). Figure 8 only depicts events that volunteers marked as points where a crime or theft with violence occurred; the data difference is evident and the possibilities to configure the system are very limited in comparison with the proposed mobile information system (see Figure 9).

Thus, Figure 10 shows the hybrid map view from the web version. The events in yellow color were reported by the social network source and events with blue color represent the official source.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a hybrid approach for finding safe routes using semantic processing and classification algorithms, with data provided from a social network and the official crime reports, is presented. As a case study, a mobile information system was developed. It generates safe routes based on crime reports of Mexico City from large tweet repository and official databases. The data are semantically classified to determine whether the tweet describes a crime event or theft; in case of tweets which cannot be identified as crimes, they are evaluated by Bayes algorithm, which clustered them according to the contained description. Thus, the clusters are used to make prediction regarding the possibility that a crime can occur in a specific place and hour. The spatiotemporal analysis determined the location where the crime events occurred. Moreover, the confidence level of a location was defined and it was used as a parameter for computing the safer route.

The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) the design of a hybrid approach based on semantic processing to retrieve crime data from a social network source; (2) the integration of crowd-sensed data with official government sources; (3) the validation of a tweet performed by comparing the sources, using $k$-fold cross validation; (4) the estimation
model based on the Bayes algorithm to obtain safe routes with data that were provided by the mobile device; and (5) the design of a mobile information system to generate safe routes.

According to the results of the estimation, the certainty degree is around 75% of effectiveness. It was tested by comparing areas with crime data, but the records were intentionally removed and original copy was kept. Thus, with the results of the estimation, a comparison with the original copy was performed. So, we found that the estimation has a performance of 75% for all the points of the data sample.

In addition, a metric to measure the confidence level or security for certain points and areas of Mexico City has been proposed. It allows finding safe routes, according to paths with a low crime rate. Moreover, the mobile application gathers long-term statistical data with almost real information from citizens, which are acting as sensors in the city. The results of the mobile system have been tested and compared with the Crime Map System.

Future works are oriented towards evaluating the cognitive perception of people, taking into consideration points or geographic places for finding comfortable routes. The sentiment analysis will be treated in order to incorporate this feature as a parameter in the computation of routes. Additionally, we are proposing the integration of our mobile application with the Mexican CCTV camera systems for sensing the dynamic of certain areas in the city. This contribution is focused on developing mobile information systems for routing and urban planning in city environments. Mobile applications are increasingly becoming essential for analyzing the urban dynamic of big cities. Thus, the appearance of the next generation of mobile information systems will be devised in real-time road network conditions. In addition, this generation is oriented towards improving the quality of human life for increasing the sustainability of the smart cities.
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